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Abstract. The radiative effectsof troposphericaerosolparticles are a complex
function of the chemical, physical, and optical properties of the aerosol. Closure
experimentsprovide a meansfor identifyingand reducinguncertaintiesassociated
with these aerosol properties and hence with the estimation of aerosolradiative
forcing. In a closure experiment, an aerosol property is measured by one or
more methods and calculated from a model that is based on other independently
measured properties. A comparisonof the measured and calculated values can
reveal inadequaciesin either the measurementsor the model. A goal of the Aerosol

CharacterizationExperiments(ACE) is to reducethe uncertaintyassociated
with estimating aerosolradiative forcing through both local and column closure
experiments. The remote marine aerosolencounteredduring ACE I was well suited
for suchclosurestudiesbecauseof its relatively simple chemicalcomposition. Local
closureexperimentswere conductedon board the NOAA RV Discovererfocusing
on the aerosol mass concentration and scattering and backscattering coefficients.
Aerosol mass was determined by gravimetric analysis, ion chromatography, and
by converting the number size distribution to a mass distribution. Scattering and
backscattering coefficientswere measured with an integrating nephelometer and
calculated from a Mie scattering model. The different measuresof mass agreed for
both the submicron and supermicronaerosolindicating that within experimental
uncertainty, the aerosolwas composedentirely of ionic speciesand associatedwater
mass. Measured and calculatedvaluesof scattering and backscatteringcoefficients
for submicron aerosol agreed within experimental uncertainty. There was an offset,
however, between the Mie-calculated true values and the measured values that is not
explainedby nonidealitiesof the nephelometerresponse.Closurewas not obtained
for scattering or backscatteringin the supermicron size range due to inadequacies
of the techniquesused to measure the size distribution and scattering in this size
range. Both the mass and the scattering closureexperiments indicate a need for
an improved understandingof the responseof aerosolgrowth, mixing state, and
scattering to changesin relative humidity.
1.

Introduction

dueto scatteringby troposphericaerosolis proportional

Tropospheric aerosolspose one of the largest uncertainties in calculating the net shortwave radiative forcing resulting from anthropogenic changesin the com-

positionof the atmosphere[Intergovernmental
Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), 1996]. This is due to
the manyprocesses
(aerosolformation,growth,and removal)and parameters(aerosolchemical,physical,and
optical properties)that definean aerosolsystem. The

to the fraction of radiation scattered upward by the

aerosolaveragedoverthe sunwardhemisphere
(/•), the
aerosolmassscatteringefficiency
(C•sp),
andthe column
burdenof the aerosol(B) suchthat

Ar o( 3OZsp
Ap(RH)B

(1)

wherefsp(RH)takesinto accountthe dependence
of
scatteringby the aerosolon relative humidity. Here

flux of solar radiation that is redirected back to space the aerosolmassscattering efficiencyis defined for an
individual chemical componentj as the changein scatCopyright 1998 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

tering by the aerosolper changein massincrementof
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Determination of component massscatteringefficiencies ment indicates that both the measurements and the
relies on measurementsof the scattering coefficientand model offer a suitable representation of the observed
componentmassconcentrations. The upscatterfraction system. Poor agreementindicates that there are prob• can be inferred from measurable quantities including lemsin the measurements
and/or modelsthat needto
the hemispheric backscatter fraction, b, which is equal be identified and corrected.
Performing mass and scattering closure experiments
to the hemisphericbackscatteringcoe•cient, Crbsp,
di-

videdby the scatteringcoefficient,
(Ysp[Wiscombe
and on the same data set is a natural course of action as
Grams, 1976; Marshall et al., 1995]. Hencereducing many aerosol properties are common to both. For exthe uncertainty in the estimation of aerosol radiative
forcing depends, in part, on reducing the uncertainty
associated with the aerosol mass concentration, scattering coefficient, and backscattering coefficient.
Closure experiments provide one approach for identifying and reducing the uncertainties associatedwith
these parameters. A closure experiment requires an
over-determined

set of observations

such that the mea-

ample, measured number and chemical mass size distributions

can be used to derive the total

aerosol mass

concentration. They also can be used in a scattering
closureexperiment to calculate scattering and backscattering coefficients. Therefore the achievementof mass
closureinstills confidencein the use of these properties
in a scattering closure experiment.
During the First Aerosol Characterization Experi-

ment (ACE 1), simultaneousmeasurements
of aerosol

sured value of an important system property can be
compared to a value calculated with an appropriate
model based on independent measurements. The mea-

chemical, physical, and optical properties were made
on board the NOAA RV Discovererallowing for local

sured and calculated

closure studies focused on the aerosol mass concentra-

values of the variable then are com-

pared. Prior to performing a closure experiment, the

tion, scattering coefficient, and backscatteringcoeffi-

uncertainties

cient.

of the measurements

and models must be

well quantified, and the level of uncertainty that is acceptable must be known. Closure is achieved if there is
agreement between the measuredand theoretical values
within the accepted level of uncertainty. This agree-

were used to determine

the aero-

sol massconcentration(Figure 1). Concentrations
of
total aerosol mass were determined from gravimetric
analysis and by converting the measured number size
distribution to a mass distribution using densities es-
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[
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Figure 1. Designof the massclosureexperiment..The three methodsusedto estimate the aerosol
mass concentration are shown. Measured and calculated propertiesare in rectanglesand circles,
respectively. The quantities from each method to be compared, submicron and supermicron
mass, are indicated by heavy borders. ND, mass derived from the number distribution; IC, mass
derived from the ion chromatographyanalysis;GA, massderivedfrom the gravimetric analysis.
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timated from the measuredchemicalcompositioncoupled with a chemical equilibrium model. In addition,
the concentrationof water-solubleionic specieswas determined from ion chromatography.
For the scattering closure experiment, aerosol scattering and backscattering coefficientswere measured

directlyusingan integratingnephelometer(Figure 2).
They alsowere calculatedfrom a Mie scatteringmodel
coupled with measured number and chemical mass size
distributions. In addition, the model was modified to
simulate the nephelometerresponsefor the determination of nephelometer-simulatedscatteringand backscattering coefficients.

16,$77

with the goal of reducingthe uncertainty of the measuredor calculatedparameter. An analysisof the aerosol optical properties during ACE i basedon measured
chemical and physical properties is presentedin a com-

panionpaper by Quinn et al. [thisissue].

2. Experimental

Design

The closure experiments described here were based
on four independent measurementtechniques:multijet
cascadeimpactors, a differential mobility particle sizer

(DMPS), an aerodynamic
particlesizer(APS), and an

calculation methods used in the closure experiments.

integrating nephelometer. To reduce the possibility of
systematic differencesin the measurements,all aerosol
instruments sampled from a common inlet. Attempts

Known

were made to maintain

Presented

here are details of the measurement

sources of error associated with

and

each method

isokinetic

flow and minimize

are identified and quantified. The results of the closure experiments are presented in the context of these

the

loss of supermicronparticles by rotating the inlet into
the relative wind. The inlet was rotated manually ununcertainties
to ascertain whether or not closure was
til it was aligned with an anemometer mounted 0.5 m
achieved.
In those instances where closure was not
above it. Air entered the inlet through a 5 cm diameter
obtained, improvementsto the methods are suggested hole, passed through an expansion cone, and then into
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I
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I
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True Scattering
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Figure 2. Designof the scatteringclosureexperiment.Measuredand calculatedpropertiesare
shownin rectanglesand circles,respectively.The comparedquantitiesderivedfrom eachmethod,
submicronand supermicronscatteringcoefficients,are indicatedby heavy borders. The same
designwas usedfor the backscattering
closureexperiment. T, Mie-calculatedtrue scattering;
Nsim, Mie calculationof the scatteringmodifiedto simulatethe nephelometerresponse;M,
scattering measuredby the integrating nephelometer.
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the 20 cm diameter sampling mast that had a length

of 6 m. The flow throughthe mastwasI m3 min-1.

itive weighingsof the same substrate and found to be
-+-2/•gfor the Fluoroporefilters and 4-6/•g for the Ted-

The last 1.5 m of the mast were heated to establish

a
lar films. On average,thesevaluesare 4-4%and 4.2070
of
low referencerelativehumidity(RH) for the sampleair the total sample mass for the filters and films, respecof 30 to 45% (hereafterreferredto as the instrumental tively. Before and after sample collection,substrates
RH). Individual 1.9 cm diameterstainlesssteeltubes were stored double-baggedwith the outer bag contain-

carbon-embeddedconductive tubing to prevent the loss
of small diameter particles through static charging.

ing citric acid to prevent absorptionof gasphaseammonia. Previousstudiesusingthe samecollection,storage,
and weighingtechniqueshave shownthat the filter material maintains a near-constantweight betweensample

2.1.

collectionand the final weighing[Mclnneset al., 1996].
Maintaining the glovebox at a constant33% RH al-

extended into the heated portion of the mast. These
were connected

to the various aerosol instruments

with

Mass Closure Experiment

2.1.1. Gravimetric analysis (GA).

Submicron lows each sampled substrate to come into equilibrium

and supermicron aerosolmass concentrationswere esti-

mated usingthree techniques.(The submicronand supermicron size fractions referred to here and through'out the paper are in terms of aerodynamic diameter,

with the same vapor pressureof water thus reducing
experimental uncertainty due to a variable laboratory
RH. The resulting massconcentrationsfrom the GA include the water mass that is associated with the aerosol

Daero. To reference them to geometric diameters, for

at 33% RH. Additional water massmay alsobe present

a particle densityof 1.7 g cm-3, Daeroof 1.0 /zm is

due to interactions

equal to a geometricdiameter of 0.81/•m, and Daeroof

the sampling substrate. The responseof particles collected on a filter to changesin RH has been shown to
be different than that of individual particles or bulk so-

l0/•m is equalto a geometricdiameterof 7.7/•m.) The
most direct method involved the gravimetric analysis
of samples collected with a multijet cascadeimpactor
having two size cuts: 50% aerodynamiccutoff diame-

between

the collected

aerosol

and

lutionsof similarchemicalcomposition
[Mclnneset al.,
19961
.
•.1.•. Ion chromatography analysis (IC). The
ters, D50,aer
o ----1.0 /•m and D50,aer
o ----10 /•m [Bemer
second
independent method in the mass closureexperet al., 1979]. A 47-mm Millipore Fluoroporefilter (1.0iment
involved
determiningthe concentrationof water/•m pore size) was usedfor the submicronstageand a
90-mm Tedlar impactor film was used for the supermi-

soluble ionic speciescollectedwith an impactor having

cronstage.A greasecup(D50,aero
-- 12/•m) at the inlet

twosizecuts(D•0,•o -- 1.0/•m andD•0,•o - 10/•m).

of the impactor was coveredwith siliconegreaseto prevent the bounce of large particles onto the downstream
stages. All handling of the substrateswas done in a
glove box that was purged continuouslywith room air
that had passed through a scrubber containing potas-

The same substrates were used as for the GA and were

analyzed
by ion chromatography
for Na+, NH4
+, K+,
Mg•+, Ca•+, CI-, Br-, NO•-,SO•, andMSAet at., 1995;this issue].

and basic gases.
Filters and films were weighed at the Pacific Ma-

Blank levelswere determined by loading an impactor
with substratesand deployingit a• the samplingsite for
the length of a typical samplingperiod without drawing
any air through it. On average, the blank to sample

rine EnvironmentalLaboratory(PMEL) beforeand af-

ra•ioswereasfollows:
Na+ - 17%,NH4
+ - 40%,K+ =

sium carbonate

and citric acid for the removal of acidic

ter sample collection with a Mettier UMT2 and Cahn
Model 29 microbalance, respectively. The microbalances were housed in a glove box kept at a humidity
of 33 4- 2%. Room air was passedthrough a scrubber
of activated charcoal, potassium carbonate, and citric
acid to remove gas phase organics, acids, and ammonia. To maintain a constant RH, the scrubbed air was
circulated through a flat ba•e box containing a saturated solution of MgC12 ß 6H20 and then through the

glovebox [Young,1967;Mclnneset al., 1996]. Static

30%, Mg•+ - 18%, Ca•+ - 60%, C1- - 20%, Br- 25%,NO•- = 40%,and SO• = 9%. MSA- blankswere
below detection

The

amoun•

limit.

of water

associated

with

the aerosol at

the instrumentalRH (30 to 45%) (as determinedby
AeRho, a chemical model based on thermodynamic

equilibrium(seesection2.1.4)) was addedto the IC
massconcentrationsfor both the submicronand supermicron aerosolsize ranges.
•.1.8.

Mass

derived

from

•he

number

distri-

charging, which can result in balance instabilities, was
minimized by coating the walls of the glove box with a

the aerosolmass concentration involved converting the

staticdissipativepolymer(TechSpray,Inc.), placingan

measured

antistatic mat on the glove box floor, using antistatic
gloveswhile handling the substrates,and exposingthe

bution.

substrates
to a 21øpo
source
to dissipate
anychargethat
had built up on the substrates.
Balance accuracy was checked every tenth sample

bution (ND).
number

The third methodfor the estimationof
size distribution

The number

to a mass size distri-

size distribution

between 0.02 and

0.57/•m was measuredevery 10 min wi•h a DMPS a• an
RH of 10%. The mobility distribution from the DMPS
was inverted to a number distribution by assumingtha•
a Fuchs-Boltzmancharge distribution resulted from the

with calibrationweights.The standarddeviation(lcr)

Kr8• chargeneutralizer(model3077,TSI, Inc.). The

of the weighing procedurewas determined from repet-

data werecorrectedfor diffusionallossesIGoreft et at.,
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1997]andsizedependent
countingefficiencies
[Wieden- modelof Whitbyand Whitby[1989]. It is moreinteractive than DISTFIT, however, in that the user can
sobletet al., 1997].
The number distribution between 0.85 and 9.6 /zm specify the number of possiblemodes and can select
was measured with an APS at the instrumental

RH of

the minimum

30 to 45%. Data for aerodynamic diameters greater

diameter

between each mode.

A singlelognormalcurvewassufficientto characterize
the mean diameter and geometricstandard deviation of

than 5 tzmwerediscarded,however,due to interference
from phantom counts. The APS diameters were converted to geometricdiametersby dividing by the square
root of the particle density. Densities were calculated
from the chemical equilibrium model AeRho. To align

the Aitken mode(0.02 to 0.08/•m diameter)and the accumulationmode(0.08 to 0.50/•m). The coarseaerosol,
however, was fit with two lognormal modes to accommodate either a bimodal

or a skewed structure.

A com-

parisonof three fitting techniquesfor the coarseaerosol
were grown to the RH of the air sampledby the APS is shown in Figure 3. One technique uses one mode
using growth factors derived from humidity-controlled and optimizes the fit in terms of total surfacearea. A
tandem differentialmobility analyzer (H-TDMA) mea- secondalso uses one mode but optimizes for the modal
surements[Berget al., this issue].The H-TDMA mea- diameter. The third is a two-mode fit and results in
surementswere made at a range of particle diameters up the best representation of both the total surface area
to 0.2/•m, hence they are applicable to the submicron concentration and mean diameter of the coarse aerosol.
size range. A value of 1.2 was used for the non-sea-salt This followsO'Dowdet al. [1997]whosuggest
that dif(nss)sulfateaerosoland 1.5 for the sea-saltaerosol.The ferent production mechanismsgenerate several modes
the DMPS and APS size distributions, DMPS diameters

assumption of constant growth factors for each aerosol
type is reasonable as they were found to vary by only

within

+5% over the courseof the experiment.
An interactive routine was used to fit lognormal

tion was converted

curves to the different

were used to convert

modes of the size distribution.

the coarse size fraction.

Finally, the lognormally fit surfacearea size distributo a volume

size distribution.

The

size-dependentparticle densitiesestimated from AeRho
the volume

size distribution

to a

This allows for the calculation of optical properties for mass size distribution. The resulting mass concentraeach mode. It was done here so that the scattering tions were summed to produce integral values for the
and backscattering due to the accumulation and coarse submicron and supermicron size ranges. Mass estimates
modes could be determined.

To achieve the best results

derived

from

for the entiresizerange(0.02 to 5/•m), the numberdis-

amount

of water

tribution was converted to a surface area distribution,
and the fit was performed on the surface area distri-

mental

bution. The fitting routine is based on the DISTFIT

and density.

--o--

Measured

.....

2 modefit

the number
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RH.
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Figure 3. A comparison of three fitting techniques for the coarse aerosol surface area size
distribution. The techniques include a two-mode fit that uses two lognormal curves to best
represent both the modal mean diameter and total surface area concentration, a one-mode fit

that usesone lognormalcurve and optimizesthe fit in terms of surfacearea, and a one-modefit
that usesone lognormal curve and optimizesthe fit in terms of the modal diameter.
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aerosol and the particle density at the instrumental

concentrations
ofSO•, NH4
+, Na+, andC1-withineach

RH of 30 to 45% were estimated as a function of size

impactor stage. The seven-stageimpactor sampleswere
collected over the same time periods as the two-stage
impactors discussedabove. The use of the seven-stage
data as model input allows for chemical information
with greater size resolution, while the use of two-stage
impactors for gravimetric analysis allows for mass information with greater time resolution. The submicron
and supermicron water-soluble ionic mass collected on
the two-stage and seven-stageimpactors agreed within
experimental uncertainty.
The ionic molalities for each of the input speciesare
determined initially by assumingthat the activity of
water is equal to the instrumental RH. Then, using the

from AeRho, a chemical model based on thermodynamic equilibrium. As used in this application, AeRho
is a static model. It is designed to take the measured
ionic composition of the aerosol and the constant sampling RH and to determine the molecular composition
of the chemical specieswithin the aerosol. The molecular compositionthen is used to calculate the water mass
associatedwith the aerosoland the aerosoldensity. The
model is not used to describe a dynamic system in which
changesin the concentration of gas phase speciesaffect the aerosol molecular composition. Therefore the
model doesnot include interactions betweenthe gasand
aqueous phases. In addition, because of the constant
sampling RH, it is not necessaryto take into account
changesin particle size with changesin RH.
To simplify the model calculations, the aerosol was
assumed

to be an external

mixture

of nss sulfate

and

ZSR method [Zdanovskii,1936; Robinsonand Stokes,
1965],a further approximationof the water contentof
the aerosolis made. Aqueous phase concentrationsare

activity correctedusingthe methodof Bromley[1973]
which allows for the prediction of activity coefficients
of strongelectrolytesin multielectrolytesolutionsbased

sea-salt aerosol. Although this simplifies the calculations, it may limit their accuracy as the analysis of
single particles by microscopic and mass spectrometric techniquessuggeststhe aerosolwas internally mixed

6n binarysolutionactivitycoefficients
[Pilinisand$einfeld, 1987;Quinnet al., 1992].The pure-solution
binary

to somedegree[Murphyet al., 1997]. Consequences
of

Pitzer and Mayor#a[1973].The ionicspeciesare parti-

activity coefficientsare calculatedusing the method of

this assumptionwill be discussedthroughout the paper.

tioned between the solid and aqueous phaseswith the
The nsssulfateaerosol
is composed
of SO•, NH4
+, solids precipitating in the most thermodynamically faand H20, and the sea-saltaerosolis composedof Na+, vorable order. The crystallization RH used for each
Cl-, sea-salt SO•, and H20. The chemicalreactions solid phase speciesis listed in Table 1. The remaining
allowed to occur are shown in Table 1.
Data from
aqueous ionic species are converted to aqueous coma seven-stagemultijet cascadeimpactor were used as pounds in accordance with the thermodynamic equimodel input. Specifically,this included the measured librium constants. Finally, thermodynamic equilibrium

Table 1. Chemical Reactions Included in AeRho, the Thermody-

namicChemicalEquilibriumModel of the nssSulfate/Sea-SaltAerosol System, Which Was Used to Calculate the Aerosol Density and
Refractive Index for Each Impactor Size Bin
Crystallization RH, %
AqueousReactions

Na2S04(aq)• 2Na+ (aq) + SO• (aq)
NH4HS04(aq) • NH4
+ (aq) + HSO•-(aq)
(NH4)2SO4
(aq) •-• 2NH•
+ (aq)+ SO• (aq)
NaHSO4(aq) • Na+ (aq) + HSO; (aq)
HC1(aq) • H+ (aq) -3-C1- (aq)
NH4C1(aq) • NH4
+ (aq) + C1- (aq)
NaC1(aq) • Na+ (aq) + C1- (aq)
H2S04(aq) •-• HSO•-(aq) -1-H+ (aq)
HSO•- (aq) ,-• H+ (aq) + SO• (aq)
Solid Phase Reactions

Na2SO4(s) 2Na+ (aq) +
(aq)
(NH4)2SO4
2NH4
+ (aq)+
(aq)
NH4C1(s) NH4
+ (aq) + C1- (aq)
NaC1(s) Na+ (aq) + C1- (aq)
NaHSO4
Na+ (aq) + HSO; (aq)

59
40
40
25
22

CrystallizationRH valuesweretaken from Tangand Munkelwitz[1994]
except that of NaC1 which is based on laboratory studies.
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with respect to water is tested for, and the water activ- of size was derivedfrom AeRho (section2.1.4). Meaity is iterated until equilibrium is established.
suredconcentrations
ofSO•, NH4
+, Na+, andC1- from
By assumingthermodynamicequilibrium, AeRho is the seven-stageimpactor data were used as input. Asable to provide the molecular composition necessary suming an external mixture of nss sulfate and sea-salt
for estimating particle density as a function of par- aerosol, the refractive index for each impactor size bin
ticle size. Measurements have shown, however, that
was calculated. From these data, each size bin of the
metastableparticlescan exist in the atmosphere[Rood fitted size distribution was assigneda refractive index.
et al., 1989]. Thereforepolynomialfits basedon data of In regionswhere the lognormalcurvesof the accumulaTangandMunkelwitz[1991,1994]for metastableparti- tion and coarse modes overlapped, a weighted average
cles are used to estimate densitiesof individual species. of the nss SO• and sea-saltrefractive indiceswas apData from Bray [1970]are usedto estimatethe density plied. The modeling schemethat combinesthe use of
of H2SO4. A volume-weightedaverage is taken of the AeRho and OptiClos is shown in Figure 4.
densityof the individual speciesto estimatethe density
Thescattering
intensity
function
IS(0,x,n)l2wasdeof each impactor size bin.
rived from Mie theory for scattering angle 0, size pa2.2 .••r;n•
Experiment
2.2.1.

•n•l Backscattering

Measurement

rameterx = 71'Dp//•,wavelength
h -- 0.55/•m, andpar-

•l,,•,,r•

ticle refractive index n. Integrating over angle yields

of aerosol scattering and

backscattering coefficients (M).
Measurements
of
the aerosol scattering and backscatteringcoefficients
were made with an integrating nephe]ometer(mode]
3563, TSI, Inc./ at wavelengthsof 0.45, 0.55, and
0.7 /•m. Results are reported here for the 0.55 /•m
channel and the instrumental

RH of 30 to 45%.

the "true" single-particlescatteringefficiency(•sp_T
[Bohrenand Huffman,1983]

15(0,
x,n)[2sinOdO. (3)
1/o•

Qsp_T(/•,
Tt,Dp)-- •

The

nephe]ometer-measured
scattering and backscattering
coefficients are referred to throughout the paper as

C•sp_M
and C•bsp_M,
respectively.Two 1-stagemultijet
cascadeimpactors,one havinga D50,aero
of 1.0/•m and

Model

Model

the other 10 /•m, were placed upstream of the neph-

e]ometer.A greasecup (D50,aero
- 12/•m/ at the inlet
of each impactor was covered with silicone grease to
prevent bouncingof large partic]es. In addition, Tedlar
films were sprayed with Silicone lubricant and placed
on the 1.0 and 10/•m jet plates. A valve switched between the two impactors every 15 min so that sampling
alternated

between

submicron

Model

OptiClos

aerosol and all aerosol

with D•ero < 10/•m. The supermicron scattering and
backscatteringcoefficientswere calculatedby difference.
The nephelometerwas calibrated with CO2 at the beginning and end of the experiment and zeroed on a

weeklybasisthroughoutthe experiment[Andersonet
al., 1996].
2.2.2.

Calculation

of aerosol scattering

Model

:.....:...:........
.. ................:.:..
.. . "-"

and

backscattering coefficients (T and Nsim). The
OptiClosmodelwasusedto calculatea scattering(and
backscattering)sizedistributionfor the diameterrange
0.02 to 5 /•m. For input, the model used the fitted
size distributions and the refractive index calculated by
AeRho. First, the model assigneda chemical composi-

Figure 4. Stepsin the chemicalthermodynamicequilibrium model, AeRho, used to calculateparticle waand accumulation modes were assumedto be composed ter content,density,and refractiveindex as a function

tion to each mode of the size distribution.

The Aitken

of nssSO• aerosol
consisting
of nssSO• andNH4
+,
and the coarse mode was assumed to be composed of

seasalt consistingof Na+, Cl-, and sea-saltSO•. All
modes contained associated water mass, as calculated

of size and the Mie scattering model, OptiClos, used
to calculate scattering and backscatteringcoefficients
of the aerosol chemical components. An unmodified
Mie integral was used to calculatethe true scattering

(grsp_T)
andbackscattering
(grbsp_T)
coefficients.
A Mie

by AeRho, at the instrumentalRH of 30 to 45%.
integralmodifiedto simulatethe nephelometerresponse
Using the method of partial molar refraction [$tel- was used to calculate nephelometer-simulatedvaluesof
son, 1990], the particle refractiveindex as a function grsp_Nsi
m and grbsp_Nsim.
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The true scatteringcoefficient,
denotedhereby (Ysp_T,
is Here 5pi is the relative uncertainty of parameter Pi and
obtained by multiplying by the particle cross-sectional is given by
Ap•
area and integrating over the particle size distribution
5pi --

O'sp_T()•,
n, N(Dp) ) =

Pi

(8)

Equation (7) assumesthat all parametersare indepen-

•X•Qsp_T(•
•rD2
ONdløgDp
'n'Dp)
4 01ogD•
(4)

dent. The total relative uncertainty of a closurestudy
which involvesat least two methodsto determine y is a
combination of the uncertainty of each Mi and can be
This property is not measuredby the nephelometer,
estimated from the quadratic sum over all 5YMi such
however, due to the instrument's nonlambertian light that
source, wavelength nonidealities, and truncation of in5y2- • (5y•4i)
•
(9)
tegration angles. Therefore a Mie integral modified to
Mi
simulate the nephelometer responsewas used to calcuThe uncertainty of aerosolproperties determined by
late the simulated nephelometersingle-particlescatter-

measurement
wasestimatedfrom (7) with the assump-

ing efficiency,Qsp_Nsim,

Osp_Nsim
(•, n, Dp) --

/0••I /0•IS(0,x,n)l2f(O)dOf(•)d•(5)

tion that all parameters contributing to the uncertainty
of YMi were independent. This assumption is not necessarily appropriate for modeled properties, however,
as the parameters may not behave independently as
they are propagated through the model. Therefore the

Measuredsensitivityfunctionswere used in (5) such uncertaintyof the calculatedproperties(massconcenthat the angular sensitivity function, f(0), replaced tration from ND as well as calculated scattering and
sin 0 to accountfor the truncation of integration angles, backscattering
coefficients)
wasestimatedthrougha seand the wavelengthsensitivityfunction f(•) was in- ries of sensitivity studiesdescribedin section3.2.
sertedto accountfor wavelengthnonidealities[Heintzenberg,1978;Andersonet al., 1996].The simulatedneph- 3.1. Uncertainty Analysis for the Mass Closure
elometer scatteringcoefficient,denotedby O'sp_Nsirn,
Experiment
then was calculated

from

Sourcesof uncertaintyand their magnitudesare listed

in Table 2 for eachmethod(GA, IC, and ND) usedin

O'sp_Nsim(•
, n, N(Dp)) ----

the mass closure experiment. Values are based on a

• Qsp_Nsim
•rD
ON
Dp
(6)
(•,n,Dp)
420log
D•dlog

submicronaerosolmassconcentration
of 1.0 /•g m-3
(or 45 /•g per 45 m-3 of air) and a supermicron
con-

of 10/•gm-s (or450/•gper45 m-s of air).
The scattering (backscattering)coefficientswere centration
summed to produce integral values for the accumulation and coarse modes. Through a similar summation
process,integral valueswere calculatedfor the submicron and supermicron size fractions.

3. Uncertainty

The total uncertainty for each method was calculated

accordingto (7) and may be an underestimate
if the
parameters involved are not independent.
For the GA, the relative uncertainty associatedwith
the weighingprocedurewas basedon the standard devi-

ation (la) of replicateweighings
of eitherthe Millipore

Analysis

Assessingwhether or not closureis achievedwith respectto an aerosolproperty requiresa knowledgeof the
experimental uncertainty. To test for closure,the relative difference between independently derived values
of the same property are comparedto the experimental
uncertainty. If the differenceis within the experimental
uncertainty, closurewas achieved.If it is outsideof the
experimental uncertainty, sourcesof error are identified,
and methods for their reduction are pursued.
The determination of aerosolproperty YMi by method
Mi dependson several parameters Pi with each parameter contributing to the uncertainty of YMi. The total

filter or Tedlar film. The uncertainty associatedwith
substrate storage and handling was based on a mass
changewith storageof +4/•g as measuredby Mclnnes

et al. [1996]. The uncertaintyin the RH of the glove
box was basedon variations in the humidity over the
courseof weighing the ACE i substratesand from the

accuracyof the RH sensor(Vaisala,modelHMP 233).

An uncertainty for inlet lossesof larger particleswas
included in the determination of the supermicronmass
concentration
for all three methods(GA, IC, ND). The
inlet was designedto minimize particle lossesby maintaining isokineticflow as the sampledparticlestraveled
from the atmosphereinto the inlet. For practical rearelativeuncertaintyof YMi, 5yMi = AyMi/YMi, is given sons,it waspossibleto maintain isokineticflowfor only
in terms of the partial derivative of YMi with respectto a rangeof relativewind speedsencountered
(wherereleachparameter,5YMi/SPi,suchthat
ative refersto the wind speedresultingfrom the ship's
speedand the true wind speed).Basedon the velocity
of the sampledair through the inlet and the range of
relative wind speedsencountered,particle losseswithin
ß

5pi
(5yMi

(7)
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Table 2. Sourcesof Uncertainty in the Mass ClosureExperiment

Method,Mi

Parameter,
pi

5pi,a %

5YMi,b %

weighing
substrate storage and handling
RH of glove box

-94.4
-98.9
-96.0

-925

air volume

-95.0

weighing

-91.3

substrate storage and handling
RH of glove box

-91.0
-96.0

Gravimetric analysis
Submicron massc

Supermicron
mass
d

inlet losses

-16, +26

q- 10.0

air volume

-95.0

IC analysis(includesIC
analysisand extraction)

4-7.2

Ionic analysis

Submicronmass

extraction liquid volume

-93.3

air volume

-95.0

water

mass at instrumental

RH includes

-21, +23
-95.5

chemical compositione
RH and T f

Supermicronmass

-20, +22

IC analysis(includesIC
analysisand extraction)

-97.2

extraction liquid volume

-923

-93.3

inlet losses

+10.0

air volume
water mass at instrumental

-95.0
-920.0

RH includes

chemical compositione
RH and T f
Derivation

-923

-94.5
-920.0

from number

Submicron mass

instrumental sizing

-92.5

instrumental counting
conversion of number
to mass distribution
includes

which

chemical compositione

Supermicronmass

-90.3

RH and T f

-17, +21

growth factor g

-12, +17

instrumental sizing

negligible

instrumental counting
conversion of number
to mass distribution
includes

-23, +29

-910.0
-21, +27

-13, +20

-91.0
-13, +2
which

chemical compositione

-0.04, +0.5

RHf

-13, +0.04

growth factorg

-1.3, q-1.8

inlet losses

+20

aRelativeuncertaintyof parameterpi as definedby equation(8).
bTotal relativeuncertaintyassociated
with methodMi calculatedfrom equation(7). Sourcesof error are
assumedto be independent. As such, the total error may be an underestimate.

CBased
on a submicron
aerosol
massconcentration
of I/•g m-3.
dBasedon a supermicron
aerosolmassconcentration
of 10/•g m-3.
eChemicalcompositionvaried by 2% per chemicalspeciesper stage.
fRH varied by -920% and temperatureby -910%.

gGrowthfactorvariedby 1.2 -9 5% for nssSO• and 1.5 -9 5% for sea-saltaerosol[Berget al., this issue].
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the supermicronsize range were, at most, 10% of the
total mass in this size range.
For mass determined by IC, the concentrationsof 10

ions(Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Cl-, Br-, NO•,
SO•, and MSA-) weresummedto obtainthe total concentration of water-soluble ionic species. The overall

uncertaintywas obtainedby using (7) to combinethe
uncertainty associatedwith the extraction and analysis
of each ion as well as the volume of the sample air. The
uncertainty of the water mass concentrationwas based
on a sensitivity analysis in which chemicalcomposition,
RH, and T were varied. The sensitivity analysis is described

in detail

Uncertainties

in section

3.2.

in the mass concentrations

cients, input parameters were varied independentlyduring a seriesof model runs. The parameters included the
aerosolchemical composition, the RH and temperature
of the sampled air stream, and the aerosol growth factor. The chemical composition, RH, and temperature
affect the calculated aerosol density and refractive index. The aerosolgrowth factor refers to the changein
particle size with an increase in RH due to the uptake

of water [Roodet al., 1987;Berget al., this issue].It determinesthe degreeto which the DMPS diameters(at
10%RH) wereshiftedsothat they alignwith the APS
diameters(at 30 to 45% RH). As discussed
in section
2.1.3, constant growth factors of 1.2 for sulfate and 1.5

derived from

for sea-salt

aerosol were used to shift the DMPS

diam-

the ND result from instrumental errors of particle sizing and counting due to flow irregularites in the DMPS
and APS and from factors involved in converting the

eters. Each of these parameters affects the magnitude
of scattering and backscatteringby the aerosolas well

number

distribution

distribution

to a mass distribution.

Instrumen-

tal systematic errors in sizing and counting were considered to be proportional to the errors in the sheath
and sample flows, respectively, of the DMPS and APS

as the conversion

of the number

for the estimation

distribution

to a mass

of total aerosol mass.

SinceOptiClosdependson output from AeRho (see
Figure 4), the model runs first were performedwith
AeRho.

A total of four model runs were conducted with

[Marshall,1994]. Factorsaffectingthe accuracyof the one input parameter being varied while the remaining
conversion

of the number

to a mass size distribution

include the aerosol chemical composition, RH, and T
of the sampled air stream, and aerosolgrowth factors.
The uncertainty of the conversionwas basedon a sensitivity analysis in which each of these factors was varied
independently. Results of the sensitivity analysisare
presentedin section3.2. An additional uncertainty for
supermicronparticleswas taken into accountresulting

were held constant. The amount that a parameter was
allowed to vary was basedon the range of measuredvalues for each. Specifically,the chemicalcompositionwas

varied by +2% per ionic speciesper stage,RH wasvaried by +20%, and T wasvariedby +10%. The variation
of temperature and RH was combined in one model run
to test the largest range of water vapor possible.
The range of density and refractive index valuesfrom
from the truncation of the APS data at 5/•m. Up to the sensitivity analyses of AeRho was used as input
10% of the supermicronmass was assumedto be lost to OptiClos to determine the overall effect on calcubased on the amount collectedon the largest stage of lated scattering and backscattering coefficientsand tothe seven-stage
impactor(4.7 < Dp,aero
% 10•um).This tal aerosolmass. Again, one input parameter was alwas added to the 10% inlet loss for a total loss of 20%. lowed to vary while the others were held constant. The
only differencein this casewas that six model runs were
3.2. Uncertainty Analysis for the Scattering
neededdue to the addition of the nssSO• and sea-salt
and Backscattering Closure Experiment
growthfactors.Thesevalueswerevariedby +5% which
Sourcesof uncertaintyand their magnitudesare listed wasthe rangeof variationobservedby Berget al. [this
in Table 3 for the methodsused in the scatteringand issue]duringACE 1.
The derivation of both submicron and supermicron
backscattering closure experiments. The total uncermass
from the number size distribution was relatively
tainty for eachmethodwascalculatedaccording
to (7).
Sources of uncertainties

associated with the use of

insensitive to variations in chemical composition. This

the integratingnephelometer
includephotoncounting is to be expected given the simplicity of the measured
during.measurement,zeroing, and calibration, litera- composition, the relatively similar hygroscopicityand
ture valuesof calibrationgasscatteringcoefficients,and
variations in gas density within the nephelometer.Values for these uncertainties were based on Anderson et al.

densityof nssSO• and seasalt, and the assumptionof
an externally mixed aerosol. The derivation of submicron and supermicron mass was more sensitive to varia-

[1996]andassumed
scatteringandbackscattering
levels tions in RH. An increase in RH results in an increase in
of 20 and2 Mm-•, respectively.
The uncertainty
of the the aerosolwater content and a decreasein particle denRH of the sampled air stream was based on variations

in the humidity throughoutACE I and the accuracyof

sity. This, in turn, leads to a decreasein the calculated
mass concentration through the relation

the RH sensor(Vaisala,modelHMP 233). The uncertainty of the D50,aero
valuesof the upstreamimpactors

dm

dV

= •p
d logDp
d logDp

was based on variations in the sample air flow rate of

(10)

+10%.

wheredV/dlogDp is the particlevolumesizedistribu-

To determine the uncertainty associatedwith calculated valuesof the scatteringand backscatteringcoeffi-

tion calculated

from the measured number distribution

and p is the particle density. For the supermicron size
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Table 3. Sourcesof Uncertaintyin the Scatteringand Backscattering
ClosureExperimentsfor a
Wavelength of 0.55/•m

Method,Mi

Sourceof Uncertainty,
Pi

5pi,a %

5YMi,b %

Integrating nephelometer

O'sp_M,
½submicron
aerosol

calibration
d
literature

-1-8.8
values

gas density

+ 1.2

4.0.5

photoncounting
d
measurement
calibration
RH control
size cut

O'sp_M,supermicron aerosol

and zero

4.0.8
4.0.4
4.5.0
4.7.1

calibrationa
literature

-11, 715
values

gas density

4.1.2

4.0.5

photoncounting
d
measurement
calibration
RH control
size cut

and zero

inlet losses

4.0.8
4.0.4
4.5.0
4.5.4

710.0

Integrating nephelometer

O'bsp_M,C
submicronaerosol

calibration d
literature

4.12

values

gas density

4.6.0

4.2.5

photoncounting
d
measurement
calibration
RH control
size cut

0'bsp_M,supermicron aerosol

and zero

-+-5.5
4.2.0
q-5.0
•7.1

Calibration d
literature

-11, 715
values

gas density

•6.0

4.2.5

photoncounting
d
measurement
calibration
RH control
size cut

and zero

inlet losses

4.5.5
4.2.0
-t-5.0
4.5.4

710.0

Mie scattering model

0.sp_T,esubmicron aerosol

number

distribution

instrumental sizing
instrumental counting

calculation of rrsp_Tfrom OptiClos
which

-10, 713

includes

chemical
composition
f

O'sp_T,
supermicronaerosol

-14, 717

4.2.5
4.10

-0.07, +0.02

RH and T g

-6.1, 75.6

growthfactorh

-7.8, 712

number

distribution

instrumental sizing
instrumental counting
inlet losses

calculation of Crsp_T
from OptiClos
which

-5, +20

negligible
-1-1.0
720

-5, +1.5

includes

chemicalcomposition
f

-0.9, +0.2

RH and T g

-1.9, +0.07

growthfactorh

-4.7, 71.4
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Table 3. (continued)
Method, Mi

Source of Uncertainty, pi

5pi,a %

5YMi,b %

Mie scattering model

Crbsp_T,
e submicronaerosol

number

-17, + 19

distribution

instrumental sizing
instrumental counting

calculationof Crsp_T
from OptiClos

+2.5
m10

-9.8, 712

which includes

chemical
composition
f
RH and T g

growthfactor
h
Crbsp_T,
supermicronaerosol

number

-6.4, +20

distribution

instrumental sizing
instrumental counting
inlet

-2.3, 70.12
-6.4, +4.7
-7.1, 711

losses

calculationof O'sp_T
from OptiClos

negligible
+1.0

720

-6.5, 73.5

which includes

chemical
composition
r
RH and T g

growthfactorn

-0.1, +0.02
-5.6, +0.03
-3.4, +3.5

Mie scattering model

CrsP
-Nsim,i
submicron
aerosol

angularnonidealities
d
wavelength
nonidealities
d
number

calculationof cr.•p_T
from OptiClos
RH and T g

growthfactorh

a
Crsp_Nsi
m,i supermicron
aerosol angularnonidealities
wavelength
nonidealities
a

losses

calculationof cr.•p_T
from OptiClos
which

m10

-9.5, 713

-0.075, 71.7
-5.7, 75.4
-7.5, +11
-0.1

-21, 720

+0.02

distribution

instrumental sizing
instrumental counting
inlet

+2.5

includes

chemical
composition
f

number

4-17

distribution

instrumental sizing
instrumental counting
which

-0.1

+0.02

negligible
4-1.0

720

-6.1, 72.2

includes

chemical
composition
•
RH and T g

growthfactorh

-0.084, 70.13
-3.1, 71.0
-5.2, 72.2

Mie scattering model

Crbsp_Nsim,
i submicron
aerosol

angularnonidealities
d
wavelength
nonidealities
d
number

distribution

instrumental sizing
instrumental counting

calculationof O'sp_T
from OptiClos
which

-0.1
4-0.02
4-2.5
4-10

-9.3, + 12

includes

chemical
composition
f
RH and T g

growthfactorh

-2.0, 70.1
-6.1, +4.4
-6.7, +11

-17, +16
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Table 3. (continued)
Method,Mi

Sourceof Uncertainty,
pi

i

O'bsp_N$im,
supermicron
aerosol angularnonidealities
d
wavelengthnonidealities
d
number

5yMi,b %

-0.1

-12, 721

4-0.02

distribution

instrumental sizing

negligible

instrumental counting

ß 1.0

inlet losses

720

calculation of •sp_T from OptiClos
which

5pi,a %

-6.7, 75.1

includes

chemical
composition
f

-0.08, 70.2

RH and T g

-5.4, +1.0

growthfactorh

-4.0, 75.1

aRelativeuncertaintyof parameterpi as definedby equation(8).

bTotalrelativeuncertainty
associated
with methodMi calculated
fromequation(7). Sources
of error
are assumedto be independent. As such, the total error may be an underestimate.

CHere,asp_Mand absp_Mare nephelometer-measured
scatteringand backscatteringcoefficients.

dBased
onAnderson
et al. [1996];assumes
asp= 20Mm-• andabsp= 2 Mm-• anda 60smeasurement
time.

ellere,•sp_Tand •bsp_Tare true scatteringandbackscattering
coefficients
basedon equation(4).
fChemicalcomposition
variedby 2% per chemicalspecies
per stage.
gRH varied by 4-20% and temperature by 4-10%.

hGrowthfactorvariedby 1.2 4. 5% for ussSO• and1.54. 5% for sea-salt
aerosol
[Berget al., this

issue].

illere, ffsp_Nsim
and ffbsp_Nsim
are nephelometer-simulated
scatteringand backscattering
coefficients
basedon equation(6).

range, the decreasein particle density has a competing

Changesin densityhave a secondeffectin the supermi-

effect on the calculated

cron size range as it is used to shift APS diameters from

mass concentration.

The APS

diameters are converted from aerodynamic to geometric by dividing by the square root of the particle density. As RH increasesand density decreases,the shift
from aerodynamic to geometric diameters becomesless
dramatic resulting in larger geometric diameters. This
results in a larger mass concentration when integrated
over the supermicron size range.
The submicron, but not supermicron, calculated mass
concentrationalso is sensitiveto the aerosolgrowth factor. This results from the use of the growth factor to

aerodynamic to geometric. The density affects the degree of the shift and therefore the extent to which the

supermicronaerosolis shifted down to the size range
more efficientfor scattering (m0.2 to 1.0 /•m). Similarly, sensitivity of the submicronaerosolto the growth
factor results from the shift of the DMPS diameters,
and thereforesubmicronmass,into the size range more
efficient for scattering.

shift the DMPS diametersmeasuredat 10% RH to align
with

those of the APS

which were measured

at 30 to

4.

Results

45% RH. The shift results in an increase in the mass
concentration.

4.1.

Mass

Closure

Similar results were seen for the sensitivity of the
calculated scattering and backscatteringcoefficientsto
variations in model input parameters. Scattering and
backscatteringcoefficientsin both size rangeswere relatively insensitiveto changesin the chemicalcomposi-

A comparisonof the absolute values of the mass derived from IC and GA is shown in Figure 5. Mass deyived from GA includes the water associated with

the

aerosolat 33% RH. In this figure, the IC masshas been
partitioned into the mass of the ionic speciesand the

tion. Again, this is due to similaritiesin the hygroscop- mass of water associated with the aerosol at 33% RH as
icity and refractiveindex of the nss SO• and sea-salt predicted by AeRho. The absolute values of the mass
aerosolcomponentsas well as the assumptionof an ex- derivedfrom all three methods(GA, IC, and ND) are
ternal mixture. Both the submicronand supermicron shown in Figure 6. In both Figures 6 and 7, the uncercalculated coefficients are sensitive to variations in RH

tainty associated with each method is indicated by the

due to the effects on density described above. As RH
increases,the aerosol water content and therefore density decreases.This resultsin a decreasein scattering.

error

bars.

To evaluate closure,the massderived from the IC and
ND methods each were compared to that from the GA
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Figure 5. Absolutevaluesof the submicronand supermicron
aerosolmassconcentration
derived
from gravimetricanalysis(GA) and ion chromatography
(IC). Massderivedfrom GA includes
the amount of water associatedwith the aerosolat 33% RH. Mass derived from IC is partitioned
into the water massassociatedwith the aerosolat 33% RH as predictedby AeRho and the mass
of ionic speciesmeasuredby ion chromatography.Also shownare the uncertaintiesassociated
with each method

method.

The

relative

based on the information

difference

between

methods

in Table 2.

was

calculatedin terms of the comparisonof IC and GA or
ND and GA such that

calculated using

uncertainty[(SyMi)2
+(5y•^)2]
relative
difference
- (mMi
- toGA
) (11)experimental
?T•GA

toGA

where mMi is the mass derived from IC or ND and

(12)

toGA is the mass derived from GA. The experimental
uncertainty associatedwith the mass closurealso was

where 5YMi refers to the uncertainty of IC or ND and
5yc^ is the uncertaintyof GA. The averageand rangeof

30

20permicron
ma
I 0,

320 322 324 326 3•8 '330 3•123•14'3:•6
'3:•8'3•0 3,•2'3•4 346
Day of Year

Figure 6. Absolutevaluesof the submicronand supermicronaerosolmassconcentrationderived

fromgravimetricanalysis(GA), ionchromatography
(IC), andthe numbersizedistribution(ND).
Mass derived from GA includes the amount of water associated with the aerosol at 33% RH. Mass

derivedfrom IC and ND includesthe water massat 33% RH as predictedby AeRho. Also shown
are the uncertainties

associated

with each method

based on the information

in Table

2.
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Figure

7. The shaded bars indicate the relative difference between the mass derived from ion

chromatography(IC) and gravimetricanalysis(dark bars) and betweenthat derivedfrom the
numbersizedistribution(ND) andgravimetricanalysis(lightbars). Relativedifference
is defined
as (mMi--mc^)/mc^ wheremMi is the massderivedfrom IC or ND and me^ is the massderived
from GA. The vertical lines indicate the experimentaluncertainty associatedwith each sample.

Experimental
uncertainty
isdefined
as[(SyMi)
2
the relativedifferenceand the experimentaluncertainty
for all of ACE i are listed in Table 4. In addition,
the relativedifferenceand experimentaluncertaintyfor
each sample are comparedin Figure 7.
For the submicronaerosol,the averagerelative differencebetweenIC and GA masswas +10%, and between

ND and GA, mass was +14%, while the experimental
uncertainty was about +40%. Thus the averagerelative differencein both caseswas within the average
experimental uncertainty. This degreeof agreement between the IC and GA mass indicates

that

Table 4. Mass Closure Results, Average Relative Difference Between the Mass De-

and the Range of Relative Differencesand the Average and Range of the Total Experimental Uncertainty
Submicron, Dp < 1.0/•m
ND

Supermicron, 1.0 _<Dp
IC

ND

Average relative
difference,• %

+ 10

q-14

+29

+3.4

Range of relative
difference, %

-100 to 64

-100 to 120

-44 to 140

-46 to 206

Average experimental

uncertainty
b
-Sy, %
+Sy, %
Range of experimental
uncertainty, +Sy, %

the

experimental uncertainty, essentiallyall of the submi-

rived From Ion Chromatography(IC) and GravimetricAnalysis(GA) and Between
That Derived From the Number Size Distribution (ND) and Gravimetric Analysis,

IC

within

-37

-37

-34

-22

+37

+42

+40

+34

-45 to 45

-54 to 65

-57 to 60

-28 to 44

Results are presentedfor both the submicronand supermicronaerosol.

•Percent averagerelative differenceequal to averageof (mMi- mGA)/toGA where
refersto the IC or ND massand raGAis the massderivedfrom gravimetricanalysis.

bpercent
average
experimental
uncertainty
equal
to[(SyMi)
2+ (SyGA)
2]1/2/raGA.
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cron mass was ionic and was composedof those ions
measuredby the ion chromatographyanalysisplus the

tween ND and GA mass was +3.4% which was within

experimental uncertainty. Again, the systematically
higher valuesof the IC and ND massrelative to the
The systematicallyhighervaluesfor both IC and ND GA mass could be due to the overprediction of water.
relative to GA most likely are a resultof the overestima- For the supermicronaerosol,however,this cannot be a
tion of the aerosolwater massfrom AeRho. In general, result of the assumption of an external mixture since
IC mass was less than GA mass but the addition of wa99% of the aerosolin this sizerangewasseasalt [Quinn
ter to the IC massled to valueslarger than the GA mass et al., this issue]. Another factor, alsorelatedto the
(Figure5), indicatingthat too muchwaterwasadded. predicted aerosolwater content, may contribute to the
The overpredictionof water could be due to the useof higher valuesof ND massin this size range. A higher
a crystallizationRH for seasalt that is too low (25%) predicted aerosolwater mass yields a lower predicted
such that an overabundance of water is associated with
density. This affectsthe conversionof APS diameters
the sea-salt aerosolcomponent except when the instru- from aerodynamic to geometric values. The overestimental RH is at or lower than 25%. Recent results by mated water mass and resulting lower density results
Tang et al. [1997]indicatethat a sea-saltsolidphase in less of a diameter shift and larger calculated mass
may form nearer to 45% RH. The over-predictionalso concentrations.
The more sporadicrelative differencesseenfor the sumay result from the assumptionof an externallymixed
aerosolwhich precludesthe reaction of nss SO• with permicronsize range could be a result of the di•culty
Na + to form Na2SO4. Na2SO4 crystallizesat an RH of of samplinglarge particleswith a uniform collectionef59%, which is higher than the instrumentalRH during ficiency.Although attempts were made to configureall
ACE 1 of 30 to 45%. Therefore, if the aerosolwas inter- instrument inlets uniformly, remainingdifferencescould
nally mixed, it is likely that solidNa2SO4waspresentat have led to differencesin the amount of supermicron
the instrumental RH, which would result in a lower wa- mass that was detected by the impactors versus the
ter mass concentration than was predicted by AeRho. APS.
Indeed, in caseswhere the submicron sea salt and nss
SO• concentrations
were high (DOY 330 to 334 and 4.2. Scattering Closure
340 to 341), the relativedifferencewasthe largest.
A comparison of the absolute values of the MieAssessingto what degree the predicted water mass calculatedtrue (T), nephelometersimulated(Nsim),
was overestimated is not trivial, however, due to the and measured(M) scatteringcoefficients
for the submidifficulty in directly measuringit. The water massas- cron and supermicronaerosolis shownin Figure 8. For
sociated with the aerosol as indicated by GA is not a evaluationof the scatteringclosure,the T and Nsim valdirect measure due to potential interactions with the ues each were compared to the measured values. Using
associated

water

mass.

samplingsubstrate[Mclnneset al., 1996].
For the supermicronaerosol,the averagerelative difference between IC and GA mass was +29% and be-

equations
similarto (11) and (12), the relativedifference
and experimental uncertainty were calculated between
T and M and between Nsim and M. The average and

•
•
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range of the relative differenceand experimental uncer- standard deviation of 2, and particle refractive index of
tainty are listed in Table 5. Values for each sampling 1.45). The ratio of Nsim to T for the submicronaerosol
period are shown in Figure 9.
sampled during ACE 1 averaged0.9, which is in good
For the submicronaerosol,T was systematically high- agreement with this calculated result. The ratio of M
er than M with an averagerelative differenceof +28%. to T was lower, however, averaging 0.8. Thus, even
Nsim also was systematically higher than M with an though the relative difference between Nsim and M is
averagerelative differenceof +19%. This is within the within experimental uncertainty, there is a systematic

rangeof experimentaluncertaintyof +29%. The higher difference between the two methods that needs to be
valuesof T relative to M are expecteddue to the angu- explained.
lar truncation and wavelength errors of the nephelomeThe growth factor used to shift the DMPS diameters
ter. Modifying the Mie integral to take into account so that they align with the APS diameters may have
nephelometernonidealities should result in agreement contributed to the difference. If the average value of
betweenNsim and M if Mie theory accuratelydescribes 1.2 for nss sulfate was too large for a given sampling
the sampled aerosoland the nephelometernonidealities period, then too much submicron nss SO• would be
are well-characterized.
shifted more into the optically active size range. Hence
Modelcalculationsby Andersonet al. [1996]indicate the calculated submicron scattering values would be
that the ratio of nephelometer-simulated
scatteringto larger than those that were measured. This is supMie-calculated true scattering is about 0.9 for diameters ported by the correspondencebetween time periods of
near 0.2 /•m (for a lognormaldistribution, geometric a large relative difference between Nsim and M and a
Table 5. Scattering and Backscattering Closure Results, Average Relative Difference Between
the Nephelometer-SimulatedValues (Nsim) and the Measured Values (M) and Between The MieCalculatedTrue Values(T) and the MeasuredValues,and the Rangeof Relative Differencesand the
Average and Range of the Experimental Uncertainty for Each Comparison
Submicron, Dp
Nsim

Supermicron, 1.0 _• Dp < 10/•m
True

Nsim

True

Scattering Coefficient

Average relative
difference,a %

+ 19

+28

-37

-16

Range of relative
difference, %

-22 to 61

-17 to 76

-56 to -19

-43 to 7.7

Average experimental

uncertainty
b
-Sy, %
+Sy, %
Range of experimental
uncertainty, +Sy, %

-22

-20

-17

-12

+22

+23

+20

+22

-29 to 29

-26 to 31

-20 to 22

-12 to 26

-42

-40

Backscattering Coefficient
Average relative
difference,a %

-8.2

-12

Range of relative
difference, %

-36 to 26

-39 to 26

-59 to-27

-57 to-25

Average experimental

uncertainty
b
-Sy, %
+Sy, %
Range of experimental

-20

-19

-13

-12

+20

+21

+20

+20

-25 to 23

-24 to 26

-14 to 21

-12 to 21

uncertainty,-+-Sy,%

•Percentaveragerelativedifference
equalto averageof (grsp_M
i -- grsp_M
) /O'sp_M
whereO'sp_Mi
is the scattering
coefiqcient
derivedfrom the unmodifiedMie calculation(asp_T)or from the Mie calculationmodifiedto simulate
the nephelometerresponse(grsp_Nsim)
and grsp_M
is the measuredvalue.

bpercent
average
experimental
uncertainty
equal
to[(SYMi)
2q-(SyM)
2]•/2/Crsp_M
where
Mi-- Nsim
orT.
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Figure 9. The shadedbars indicatethe (a) submicronand (b) supermicronrelativedifference
betweenthe nephelometer-simulated
(Nsim)andmeasured
scatteringcoefficient
(M) (darkbars)
and betweenthe Mie-calculated
true (T) and measured
scatteringcoefficient
(M) (light bars).
Relativedifference
is definedas (O'sp_M
i -- O'sp_M)/O'sp_M
whereO'sp_M
i -- O'sp_Nsi
m or O'sp_T.
The
error bars indicate the experimentaluncertainty associatedwith eachsamplewhere experimental

uncertainty
isdefined
as[(SYMi)
2q-(SyM)
2]1/2/O.
sp_M.
measurednssSO• growth factor lowerthan 1.2 (DOY
329.5, 330.5, 332.5, 336, and 340.6). In contrast,the

supermicron scattering coefficientscan be underesti-

relative differenceis the lowestat the start of the exper-

it is likely that both the calculated and measuredvalues

matedby 20 to 50% [Andersonet al., 1996].As a result,

iment (DOY 320 to 327) whennssSO• growthfactors underestimate the scattering coefficientof supermicron
hovered around the average value of 1.2.

aerosol.

A secondpotential sourceof error is the assumption
Clearly, a better estimation of the actual scattering
of spherical particles that is required by the Mie calcu- by supermicron particles is needed and may be derived
lation. Particles may not be perfectly spherical at the from

instrumentalRH of 30 to 45%. Na2SO4has a crystallization RH of 59% and may contributeto a solidphase
within the particle at a lower RH. How this would affect

the submicron scattering is difficult to quantify, how-

O'sp_actua
1•

nonideal

For the supermicronaerosol,the averagerelative difference between scattering values derived from T and
M was -16%, and betweenNsim and M, it was -37%
which is outside of the range of experimental uncertainty. There are factors which severelyaffect the accuracy of both the calculated and measuredvalues in this
size range, making it difficult to assessthe significance

4.3.

Both the T and Nsim methods

are affected by the truncation of the measurednumber

(13)

This allows for the preservation of the information derived from the nephelometeryet takes into account its

ever, since little is known about the effects of "slush"
on the scattering phase function.

of the relative difference.

O'sp-T

O'sp_M•
O'sp_Nsim

behavior.

Backscattering

Closure

The absolutevaluesof the Mie-calculatedtrue (T),
nephelometersimulated(Nsim), and measured(M)
backscatteringcoefficientsfor both the submicronand
supermicronaerosolare shownin Figure 10. Just as for
the scattering closure, the relative differencebetween T
and M and between Nsim and M was calculatedusing

an equation similar to (11). In addition, the experimental uncertainty for each comparisonwas calculated

size distribution at 5 /•m (which was done to prevent usingan equationsimilarin form to (12). The average
interferencefrom phantomcountsat largediametersin and range of the relative difference and experimental
the APS measurement).In mostcases,this resultedin uncertainty are listed in Table 5. Values for each saman underestimation

of surface area and therefore scat-

tering. Scattering coefficientsderived from the nephelometermeasurementalsosufferin this sizerange. As
particle size increases,the amount of scatteringin the
near-forwarddirectionalsoincreases.Sincethis region
is not efficientlysensedby the nephelometer,measured

pling period are shown in Figure 11.
For the submicronaerosol,the averagerelative differencebetweenvaluesderived from T and M was -12%,
and between Nsim and M, it was -8.2%, which is
within the range of experimental uncertainty. In this
size range, the nephelometer nonidealities result in arti-
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Figure 10. Absolutevaluesof the (a) submicronand (b) supermicronMie-calculatedtrue
backscatteringcoefficient(T), nephelometer-simulated
backscatteringcoefficient(Nsim), and
nephelometer-measured
backscatteringcoefficient(M). Error bars indicatethe uncertaintyassociated with each method

based on the information

in Table 3.

lated and measuredvalues.Andersonet al. [1996]cal-

measured values that is not explained by the nonidealities of the nephelometer response. The offset could be
a result of the existence of a "slush" phase that was not

culate a ratio of Nsim to T of about

taken

ficially high backscatteringcoefficientswhich undoubtedly helped improve the agreementbetween the calcu1.05 to 1.08 for a

into account

in the model

calculations

and that

diameter near 0.2/zm. The ACE 1 submicronaverage cannot be accommodated by Mie theory.
ratio of Nsim to T was 1.05, but the ratio of Air to T
The offset is more pronouncedin the supermicron size
was 1.18. Hence there is a systematic offset between range. Here the average relative difference between the
the Mie-calculated true backscatteringvalues and the T and M values was -40%, and betweenNsim and M
1.5
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Figure 11. The shadedbarsindicatethe (a) submicronand (b) supermicronrelativedifference
betweenthe nephelometer-simulated
(Nsim) and measuredbackscattering
coefficient(_M) (dark
bars)andbetweentheMie-calculated
true (T) andmeasured
backscattering
coefficient
(_M)(light

bars).Relativedifference
is definedas (O'bsp_Mi
--O'bsp_M)/O'bsp_
M whereO-bsp_Mi
----O'bsp_Nsim
or
•bsp_T.The error bars indicatethe experimentaluncertaintyassociatedwith eachsamplewhere

experimental
uncertainty
isdefined
as[(SyM•)
• 4-(SyM)•]Z/•/•b.•p_M.
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values it was -42%, which is outside of the range of
experimentaluncertaintyof- 14 to 21%. This discrepancy between calculated and measured values agrees
with previous measurementsof marine aerosol. Quinn
et al. [1995]found that calculatedbackscattering
coe•cients for the total aerosol(submicronplus supermicron) were 40% lower than measuredvaluesfor the
tropical and NE Pacific Ocean. The truncation of the
APS data at diameters larger than 5/•m most certainly
contributes to this discrepancy. A better characterization of the coarse aerosol size distribution

and backscat-

tering behavior is neededto understandthe factorscontributing to this discrepancy.
5.

Conclusions

Three methods of deriving the submicronand supermicron aerosol mass concentration were compared in a
mass closure experiment. Concentrations of total aerosol masswere determined from gravimetric analysisand
from a conversion of the measured

number size distribu-

tion to a mass distribution. In addition, the concentration of water-soluble ionic specieswas determined from
ion chromatography. For both size ranges, the aver-

age relative difference between the three methods was
within experimental uncertainty. This indicates that
within experimental uncertainty the aerosol mass was
composedentirely of the ionic speciesmeasuredby ion
chromatography and the associatedwater mass.

tematic difference, however, between the calculated and
measuredvaluesthat was not accountedfor by the simulation of the nephelometer nonidealities. This may be
due to the assumption of spherical particles that is required by the Mie calculation but not met by the mea-

surementat an RH of 30 to 45%. Again, a knowledge
of the responseof aerosolproperties to changesin RH
may help to determine the sourceof the systematicdifference.

Closure was not achieved for scattering or backscattering for the supermicronaerosol.Measuredscattering
and, to a lesser extent, backscattering coefficientsare
underestimated by the nephelometer in this size range
due to angular truncation errors. Accuracyof the calculated values is limited by uncertainties in the measurement and lognormal fitting of the number size distribution.

The difference

between

calculated

and mea-

sured values of the supermicronbackscatteringcoefficient is similar to that previously reported for marine

aerosolin the tropicaland NE PacificOcean[Quinnet
al., 1995].Instrumentscapableof accuratelycharacterizing the size distribution and scatteringpropertiesof
the coarse aerosol are needed to determine

the source

of this persistent difference.
During ACE 1, attempts were made to reduce the
experimental uncertainty due to variations in RH by
performingall measurementsat a low, referenceRH of
30 to 45%. Although the advantagesof this approach
are obvious,it does require that the characteristicsand

Even thoughmassclosurewasobtained(averagerel- behavior of the aerosol at the lower RH be well underative differences
werewithin experimentaluncertainty), stood. This includes understanding the phase transidiscrepancieswere observedbetween the three methods
ion chromatography and the number distribution were
systematicallyhigher than thosederivedfrom the gravimetric analysis. This difference most likely is a result

tions within the aerosol as it is exposed to a lower humidity and the resulting effects on the aerosoldensity,
refractive index, and optical properties.
The thorough uncertainty analysisperformed for all
methods used in the mass and scattering closureexper-

of the overestimation

iments(seeTables2 and 3) allowsfor the identification

that deserve to be addressed.

Mass values derived from

of the aerosol water

mass from

the chemical equilibrium model which, in turn, is due
to an incomplete understanding of the responseof the
aerosolto changesin relative humidity. A knowledgeof
the deliquescenceand crystallization properties of the

of those factors which make the largest contribution
to the uncertainty associated with estimates of aerosol mass concentration and scattering and backscattering coefficients.On the basis of this analysis,reducing
aerosol are needed for both the accumulation and coarse
the uncertainty associated with aerosol mass concenmodes(wherethe majority of the aerosolmassresides tration and scattering and backscattering coefficients
and wherescatteringby particlesis moste•cient) and should begin by focusingon the following:
for a variety of aerosoltypes. In addition, there is a need
1. Maintain the sample air flow that is suppliedto all
to quantify the differencein the responseof internally instruments at a uniform referenceRH, thereby elimiand externally mixed aerosolsto RH changes.
nating the need to correct for the effectsof humidity
Scattering and backscattering coefficientswere de- differencesbetween instruments and reducing errors associated with variations in RH. The value of the refertermined from nephelometer measurementsand a Mie
scattering model. An unmodified Mie calculation was ence RH will depend on the aerosol chemical composiperformed to derive the true scattering and backscat- tion (i.e., volatility, proneto impactorbounce,etc.).
2. Characterize
the aerosol water content as a functering coe•cients. In addition, the Mie integral was
modifiedto simulatethe nephelometerresponseand cal- tion of chemicalcomposition,RH, T, and mixing state.
culate nephelometer-simulated
scatteringand backscat- Studies based on single-particle levitation techniques
tering coe•cients. The relative differencebetween the
[e.g., Tang and Munkelwitz,1991, 1994; Tang et al.,
scattering and backscattering coe•cients derived from
1997] have done much to advancethe understanding
these three methods was within experimental uncer- of the effects of changing RH on particle water activtainty for the submicronaerosol. There was a sys- ity. In addition, humidity-controlled tandem differential
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mobilityanalyzers(H-TDMA)[Berg et al., this issue] References
reveal information about particle growth as a function
of RH. These results can be used to improve model
characterization of aerosol water content. In particular, they should be applied to the imposed condition
of decreasingRH on the aerosolwhich is neededto establish the reference sampling RH. To date, the use of
H-TDMAs has focusedon particles with diameters less
than 200 nm. Applying the method to larger particles would further our understanding of the responseof
these particles to changesin RH.
3. Minimize inlet lossesof supermicron particles due
to nonisokinetic flow. This involves the modeling of
inlet lossesas a function of inlet designand local wind
conditions as well as empirical testing.
4. Characterize the coarse mode size distribution,

preferably with a method that is insensitiveto the particle refractive

index to avoid calibration

uncertainties.

5. Characterize the effect of changesin RH on scattering and backscatteringby particles. Including dual
nephelometers(one operatingat the referenceRH and
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